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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we present a novel approach to locally compute the Riesz transform from the
knowledge of the Radon transform. Previous implementations of the Riesz transform are
based on the Fourier or the Radon transforms and their inversion formulae, and therefore
needs for the knowledge of the function or its Radon data on the whole domain. More
recent attempts on rectangular domains involves convolutions with the Poisson kernel
and local derivatives. On the other hand, starting from the links between the Riesz and the
Radon transforms, we address in this paper a new local Radon based Riesz formula in the
general n-dimensional case, for even n. The advantage of this formula, local in the Radon
space, is pointed out in the bidimensional case, where we provide a new local Radon based
Riesz algorithm, and conduct numerical tests for the estimation of the Riesz transform on
convex sets, from truncated Radon data. Finally we study the robustness to noise of the
current approach.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In image processing, the Riesz transform was intro-
duced as a possible extension of the Hilbert Transform in
general dimension. Contrarily to other extensions of the
Hilbert transform, like the dimensional Hilbert transform
or the total Hilbert transform that leads to quite high
computational cost for truly bidimensional signals, the
Riesz transform satisfies a steerable property with respect
to rotation and thus is suitable for image analysis. The
Riesz transform is also the way to construct the monogenic
signal in several dimensions, which is the natural exten-
sion of the one dimensional analytic signal [9,7,8]. The
monogenic signal, as well as the Riesz transform, have
many applications in image processing or computer vision,
like the demodulation of 2D fringe patterns [11], the
extraction of local features in 2D signals [23,16,21,10,4],
bat),
the demodulation of holograms [17], or the analysis of
color images [19].

The most easy way to implement the Riesz transform is
to compute its Fourier representation by mean of 2D FFT.
The disadvantage of such solution is first to require the
whole knowledge of the 2D function, then to use a non-
local filter. In image processing or for video applications,
the Riesz transform is often applied on some bandpass
filtered version of the image (by wavelets or pyramid
decomposition), leading to approximate and faster imple-
mentations, even in the physical space [21,22,4]. Alterna-
tive approaches involve the Radon transform.

The Radon transform is widely used in medical ima-
ging, for example in 2D tomography, modeling the X-ray
attenuation through a patient in CT scanner. The conven-
tional inversion of the Radon transform is the Filtered
BackProjection (FBP) method, when all the data are avail-
able (global inversion). The filtering in the FBP formula is
performed by the ramp filter, a commutative composition
of Hilbert filtering and derivative. It is well known that the
Hilbert Transform is a non-local operator. This leads to
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reconstruction errors in the case of truncated projection
data [12]. From 2002, a series of papers have proposed
solutions to overcome this difficulty [14,13,5,2].

A first relation between the Riesz and the Radon
transforms has been established in early works [7,9] (see
also [18] for a recent FFT-based algorithm). Unfortunately,
this relation between the Riesz and the Radon transforms
involve non-local operators.

In this work we propose to overcome these drawbacks
by deriving a new formula for the computation of the
Riesz transform, locally from local Radon data, in even
dimensional spaces. This local approach has many advan-
tages: first, from the numeric point of view, it involves less
computations than standard Radon based Riesz transform.
Second, it provides an implementation of the Riesz trans-
form or monogenic signal on convex regions, with an
alternative method than these presented in [8] on rectan-
gular domain. Finally, for medical applications, local
approaches in the Radon domain allows for the use of
small detectors [2].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly re-introduces the transforms that will be used: the
Hilbert transform, its natural multidimensional extension
the Riesz transform, and the Radon transform. In Section 3
we recall the link between the Riesz and the Radon
transforms, leading to the classical non-local Radon based
Riesz approach. We then show how the Riesz transform
can be computed locally from local Radon data in even
dimension in Section 4, and we develop the bidimensional
case. Finally, in Section 5.1, numerical experiments shows
the interest of the method for the local estimation of the
Riesz transform, from the knowledge of truncated Radon
data. The robustness against noise, in the Radon domain as
well as in the physical domain, is investigated.
2. Hilbert, Riesz and Radon transforms

2.1. 1-D Hilbert transform
Definition 1. Let f AL2ðRÞ be a 1-D real valued function.
The Hilbert transform of f, denoted by Hf , is defined as

Hf tð Þ ¼def 1
π
vp

1
t

� �
nf

� �
tð Þ ¼ lim

ε-0

1
π

Z
jt� sj4 ε

f ðsÞ
t�s

ds
� �

for a:e:tAR:

The Hilbert transform can be computed easily in the
Fourier domain1 : for a.e. ξAR,

cHf ðξÞ ¼ � i sgnðξÞbf ðξÞ:
Because of the discontinuity of sgn at origin, the Hilbert

transform is a non-local operator. The Hilbert transform
associates to any real function f AL2ðRÞ a complex analytic
signal F ¼ f þ iHf , whose Fourier transform bF ¼ ð1þsgnðξÞÞbf
vanishes on R� . The analytic signal is a way to uniquely
1 The Fourier transform in Rn is defined by bf ð ξ!Þ¼R
Rn f ð x!Þe�2iπ x!� ξ

!
d x!
associate to f(t) local amplitude A(t) and phase φðtÞ as,
respectively, the modulus and argument of the analytic
signal FðtÞ ¼ AðtÞeiφðtÞ.
2.2. n-D Riesz transform

The Riesz transform is the natural multidimensional
extension of the Hilbert transform. We give below its
definition in general dimension n.

Definition 2. Let f AL2ðRnÞ be a real valued function. The
Riesz transform of f, denoted by R

!
f , is the vector valued

function:

R
!

f ¼
R1f

⋮
Rnf

0B@
1CA;

where for any i¼ 1;…;n, Rif is defined by

Rif x!
� �

¼def lim
ε-0þ

1
πωn�1

Z
‖ x!� y!‖4 ε

ðxi�yiÞ
J x!� y!Jnþ1

f y!
� �

d y!
!
:

 

ω n�1 being the volume of the unit ball in Rn. This rewrites
in Fourier domain: for a.e. ξ

!
ARn,

d
R
!

f ξ
!� �

¼ � i
ξ
!

‖ ξ
!

‖
bf ξ

!� �
: ð1Þ

The key properties of R
!

, crucial in image analysis, concern
the invariance with respect to dilations, translations, and
the steerability property (commutation with the rotations)
[20,21].
2.3. Radon transform
Definition 3. Let Sn�1 denotes the unit sphere in Rn; the
Radon Transform of f AL1ðRnÞ is defined for all sAR and
θ
!

ASn�1, by

R
θ
!f sð Þ ¼defRf θ

!
; s

� �
¼def
Z

θ
!? f ðs θ

!þ y!Þ d y!: ð2Þ

where θ
!?

¼ f x!ARnj x!� θ
!¼ 0g is the hyperplane ortho-

gonal to the unit vector θ
!

(see Fig. 1 left, for the 2D-case).

The Radon transform is known to be invertible through
the Fourier domain [12], using the projection-slice theo-
rem which states that, for σAR,

dR
θ
!f ðσÞ ¼ f̂ σ θ

!� �
ð3Þ

This leads to the well-known filtered backprojection
inversion formula:

f ð x!Þ¼R�1ðRf Þð x!Þ¼def
Z
Sn� 1

1=2

Z
R

dR
θ
!f ðσÞjσjn�1e2iπσ x

!� θ
!

dσ d θ
!

ð4Þ



Fig. 1. 2D tomography. Left: parallel geometry parameters. The line of integration s θ
!þR ζ

!¼fs θ!þ y!; y!A θ
!?

g is the dashed line. Right: two
backprojection lines passing through x!0, θ

!
1 � x!¼ θ

!
1 � x!0 and θ

!
2 � x!¼ θ

!
2 � x!0. Local Radon data ðθ; sÞ in the neighborhood of x!0 correspond to lines

θ
!� x!¼ s such that s� θ

!� x!0

���oε
��� for some ε40.
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where Sn�1
1=2 is the half unit sphere in dimension n.

Classically, Eq. (4) is computed through two steps [12]:
1.
 First a filtering of the Radon projections:

ðR
θ
!f Þ

FR
ð θ!; sÞ ¼

Z
R

dR
θ
!f ðσÞjσjn�1e2iπσs dσ; ð5Þ
2.
 Then a backprojection of the filtered projections:

f ð x!Þ¼R# R
θ
!f Þ

FR

� �
ð x!Þ

�

:

where the backprojection operator is defined, for
gAL1 Sn�1 � R

� �
, by

R# gð Þð x!Þ¼
Z
Sn� 1
1=2

gð θ!; x!� θ
!Þ d θ

!

Depending on the parity of dimension n, the filtering step
(5) is a local operator or not. If n is odd, the filter jσjn�1

corresponds to a ðn�1Þth derivative. Conversely if n is
even, this filter is non local: in particular for n¼2, it
corresponds to the ramp filter jσj ¼ sgnðσÞσ, and (5)
rewrites with the help of the Hilbert transform and the
derivative of R

θ
!f :

ðR
θ
!f Þ

FR
θ
!

; s
� �

¼ 1
2π

H∂sR θ
!f sð Þ

¼ lim
ε-0þ

1
2π2

Z
uAR;js�uj4 ε

∂sR θ
!f ðuÞ

s�u
du
3. Non local Radon based Riesz transform

In order to recall the link between the Riesz and the
Radon transforms, we proceed directly by considering the
inverse Fourier formula of the Riesz transform:

R
!

f x!
� �

¼
Z
Rn

d
R
!

f ξ
!� �

e2iπ x
!� ξ

!
d ξ
!

¼
Z
Sn� 1
1=2

Z
R

d
R
!

f σ θ
!� �

e2iπσ x
!� θ

!
σj jn�1 dσ d θ

!

making the spherical change of variable ξ
!¼ σ θ

!
with

σAR and θ
!

ASn�1
1=2 . From (1) and the projection slice

theorem (3), we have

d
R
!

f σ θ
!� �

¼ � i
σ θ
!
σj j
bf σ θ

!� �
¼ � i sgn σð ÞdR

θ
!

f
σð Þ θ! ð6Þ

Then,

R
!

f x!
� �

¼
Z
Sn� 1
1=2

Z
R

� i sgnðσÞ dR
θ
!f σð Þ θ!e2iπσ x

!� θ
!

σj jn�1 dσ d θ
!

ð7Þ
The formula (7) has been already established in pre-

vious works [7,16,18] for the construction of the 2D Riesz
transform. But the developments often proposed for its
practical application were based on the following remark:
(7) rewrites in the bidimensional case:

R
!

f x!
� �

¼
Z π

0

Z
R

dR
θ
!f σð Þð� iÞsgnðσÞ

� �
σj je2iπσ x

!� θ
!

dσ θ
!

dθ

¼
Z π

0

Z
R

dHR
θ
!f σð Þ σj je2iπσ x

!� θ
!

dσ
� �

θ
!

dθ ð8Þ

with the Hilbert transform H. Using expression (4) of the
inverse Radon transform R�1, (8) finally writes

R
!

f x!
� �

¼R�1 HR
θ
!f Þ θ!

� �
x!

� ��
ð9Þ

The Riesz transform of f is then obtained from an Hilbert
filtering followed by the Radon inversion operator. In the
following, we will call this method iRadonH. Fig. 2
synthesizes the links between these transforms, and the



Fig. 2. Relations between Radon, Riesz, and Hilbert transform [9,7].
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following algorithm summarizes the different steps of
iRadonH necessary to reconstruct the Riesz transform
from the Radon data (extracted from [7]):

Algorithm 1. iRadonH: Radon based Riesz classical algo-
rithm [9].
1.
 Compute H R
θ
!ðf ÞÞ

�
the Hilbert transform of R

θ
!f

(according to the real variable s).

2.
 Multiply HR

θ
!f by cos θ and sin θ.
3.
 Compute the inverse Radon transforms of

H R
θ
!ðf ÞÞ cos θ

�
and of H R

θ
!ðf ÞÞ sin θ

�
.

The main advantage of Eq. (9) is to allow for the use of
simple operators such as the inverse Radon operator and
the Hilbert operator (if available). But, its main drawback is
to contain non-local operators: H is non-local on R

θ
!f and

R�1 is non-local in even dimension on its argument. This
implies that the complete knowledge (or computation) of
Rf is needed for computing R

!
f at a given point x!. The

next section will introduce a new reconstruction formula,
involving only local operators in even dimension.

4. A new local Radon based Riesz transform in even
dimension

4.1. New approach in nD, local for n even

Eq. (7) is now splitted into two integral operations: the
Riesz transform can be computed through the two follow-
ing steps:
1.
 First a filtering of the Radon projections

Rfð ÞF
R
! θ

!
; s

� �
¼
Z
R

dR
θ
!f σð Þe2iπσsð� iÞsgnðσÞ σj jn�1 dσ ð10Þ
2.
Fig. 3. Local bidimensional Radon to Riesz links.
Followed by a vectorial weighted (by the components of
θ
!

) backprojection

R
!

f x!
� �

¼
Z
Sn� 1

1=2

Rfð ÞF
R
! θ

!
; x!� θ

!� �
θ
!

d θ
! ð11Þ

A new, depending on the parity of integer n, the
filtering is a local operator or not. We remark in Eq. (10)
that if n is even then sgnðσÞ σj jn�1 ¼ σn�1 whereas if n is
odd then sgnðσÞ σj jn�1 ¼ sgnðσÞσn�1. Thus if n is even the
filter is a ðn�1Þth derivative according to s. On the
contrary, if n is odd, the filter is the composition of the
Hilbert (non-local) filtering with the n�1 time derivative.
Finally step 1 is a local filter only for even n.

4.2. New local formula in 2D

In the bidimensional case, the Riesz transform of a
given function f can be simply computed from its Radon
data, by the following reconstruction formula.

Proposition 1. Let f be a sufficiently regular bidimensional
function. We have

R
!

f x!
� �

¼ � 1
2π

Z π

0

∂Rf
∂s

θ
!

; x!� θ
!� �

θ
!

dθ ð12Þ

where R
!

f and Rf denote respectively the Riesz and Radon
transforms of f.

Proof. We consider now Eqs. (10), (11). Eq. (10) becomes

Rfð ÞF
R
! θ

!
; s

� �
¼
Z
R

dR
θ
!f σð Þ � i sgn σð Þð Þ σj je2iπσs dσ

¼
Z
R

dR
θ
!

f
σð Þ � ið Þsgn σð Þsgn σð Þσe2iπσs dσ

¼
Z
R

dR
θ
!f σð Þ� i

2iπ
2iπσð Þe2iπσs dσ

¼ � 1
2π

Z
R

dR
θ
!f σð Þ 2iπσð Þe2iπσs dσ

¼ � 1
2π

d
R

θ
!f

ds
sð Þ ¼ � 1

2π
∂Rf
∂s

θ
!

; s
� �

□ ð13Þ

In (12), the Riesz transform of f is computed from its
Radon data with just the derivative of the Radon projec-
tions (local operation) followed by a weighted back pro-
jection (local in the Radon framework). This new method
will be called BPD (BackProjection of the Derivative) in the
following. Its principle is sketched in Fig. 3, and Algorithm
2 below summarizes the different steps of BPD needed to
compute the Riesz transform of f from its Radon
projections.

Algorithm 2. BPD: local Radon based Riesz algorithm.
1.
 Compute ð∂=∂sÞRðf Þ the partial derivative of Rf .

2.
 Multiply ð∂=∂sÞRðf Þ by �1=2π, then respectively

by cos θ and by sin θ.

3.
 Compute the backprojections respectively of

ð�1=2πÞð∂=∂sÞRðf Þ cos θ and of ð�1=2πÞð∂=∂sÞRðf Þ sin θ.



Fig. 4. (a) Shepp and Logan (512�512) phantomwith the considered ROI (materialized by a white circle) and (b) corresponding sinogram (discretized Radon
data: equiangular and equispaced 806�512 samples on ½0; πÞ� the diagonal of the image). (c) Truncated Radon projections: only the lines passing through the
ROI are measured. Last line: Riesz transform computed using FFT (FFTRiesz from Eq. (1)); first component (left) and second component (right).
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Note that in Algorithm 2 step 1 is local, and step 3 is a
local operation in the Radon sense, whereas in Algorithm 1
neither step 1 nor step 3 are.

Remark. In (12), the computation of R
!

f x!0Þð at a given
point x!0 only requires the knowledge of the line integrals
(Radon data) Rf ð θ!; sÞ passing in a neighborhood of x!0, i.e.

the lines ð θ!; sÞ such that x!� θ
!�s

��� ���oε for some small

positive ε. The estimation of the Riesz transform R
!

f on some

disk Dð x!; rÞ centered at x! with radius r, is then exactly

recovered from Radon data ð θ!; sÞ such that

x!� θ
!�s

��� ���orþε, i.e. a sinusoïdal strip in the Radon variable
space for some ε40. On the contrary, computing R

!
f ð x!Þ

from formula (9) needs Rf ð θ!; sÞ for all ð θ!; sÞ. This remark
can be easily generalized to computing the Riesz transform
on convex sets from Radon data on strips of variable width.
5. Numerical experiments

In this section we present Riesz transform computa-
tions, from the global and local points of view, where we
compare the results provided by our reconstruction for-
mula (BPD Algorithm 2), with those of the formula of the
literature (iRadonH Algorithm 1). We also compare BPD

with FFTRiesz, the method computing the Riesz trans-
form directly using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) from
the zero padded images (Eq. (1)), and with PyrRiesz, a
pyramidal Riesz transform derived from the supplemen-
tary material2 from [22].

Finally we investigate the robustness to noise, in the
Radon domain as well as in the physical domain, of the
local-Radon approach, with respect to comparable meth-
ods. We used standard images from medical imaging
(Shepp and Logan phantom) or image processing (Lenna).
The numerical experiments have been developed with
2 see http://people.csail.mit.edu/nwadhwa/riesz-pyramid/

http://people.csail.mit.edu/nwadhwa/riesz-pyramid/


Fig. 5. Shepp and Logan phantom Riesz transforms: First line computed with the non local iRadonH formula (9) from the full Radon data. Second line:
Error in the ROI between the iRadonH results from the truncated (ROI) Radon data, and iRadonH results from full Radon data (first line). Third line,
computed with the local BPD formula (12) from the full Radon data, fourth line from the truncated (ROI) Radon data. In each case, first component (left) and
second component (right).
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Fig. 6. (a) Psychedelic Lenna image (of size 512�512) with the considered ROI (materialized by a white circle) and (b) corresponding sinogram (discretized
Radon data: equiangular and equispaced 806�512 samples on ½0; πÞ� the diagonal of the image). (c) Truncated Radon projections: only the lines passing
through the ROI are measured. Last line, psychedelic Lenna Riesz transform computed using FFT (FFTRiesz Eq. (1)): first component (left) and second
component (right).
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MATLAB providing standard Hilbert, Radon and inverse
Radon transforms.

5.1. Modified Shepp and Logan

Our first numerical test 512�512 image f is the well
known modified Shepp and Logan phantom, available in
MATLAB and shown in Fig. 4 (that we simply call “Shepp and
Logan phantom” in the following). The full 806�512
sinogram on ½0; π½ computed with the MATLAB radon com-
mand is shown in (b). We also provide in Fig. 4 the two
components of its Riesz transform, directly computed
using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (Eq. (1)), denoted
FFTRiesz.

We now consider a ROI (Region Of Interest) of the
image f. We suppose that the only Radon data available
R

θ
!f ðsÞ are the integral of f on lines intersecting the ROI, i.e.

lines ð θ!; sÞ for which there exists x! in the ROI such that
θ
!� x!¼ s. If the ROI does not fully contains the support of
f, Radon data truncations occur. In Fig. 4 we consider for
the ROI a centered disk of radius of 128 pixels (white circle
in (a)). This leads to truncated Radon projections
(Fig. 4 (c)).

We first compute the Riesz transform of f from its
Radon data using the classical method iRadonH (9). The
formula is applied to both the full Radon data (Fig. 4(b))
and the truncated Radon data (Fig. 4(c)). The obtained
results are shown in Fig. 5 (top).

The second line of Fig. 5 highlights the spacial error
provided by iRadonH formula (9), between the Riesz trans-
form of f computed from the full Radon data (Fig. 4(b)) and
the Riesz transform computed from the truncated Radon data
(Fig. 4(c)). Precisely, the maximum of the relative error
absolute value in the ROI corresponds to 49.14% for the first
Riesz component and 68.49% for the second Riesz component,
which is large. We then compute the Riesz transform of f from
its Radon data using the local method BPD (12). As previously,
the formula is applied to both the full Radon data (from Fig. 4
(b)) and the truncated (ROI) Radon data (from Fig. 4(c)). The
obtained results are shown in Fig. 5 (bottom).



Fig. 7. Psychedelic Lenna Riesz transforms: First line computed with the non local iRadonH formula (9) from the full Radon data. Second line, difference
between the iRadonH method applied to full Radon data (first line) and applied to truncated (ROI) Radon data. Third line computed with the local BPD
formula (12) from the full Radon data, fourth line from the truncated (ROI) Radon data. In each case, first component (left) and second component (right).

L. Desbat, V. Perrier / Signal Processing 120 (2016) 13–2520



Fig. 8. arctan R2=R1
� �

computed with the BPD formula (Eq. (12)) from truncated projections (left) and from full projections (right).

Table 1
Error of the second reconstructed Riesz component of the 1024�1024
image discretation I of f cos on ½0;1Þ � ½0;1Þ computed with the method M
being either FFTRieszBPD or PyrRiesz compared to f sin excluding
strips of 100 pixel width on the boundary of the 1024�1024 image.

M FFTRiesz BPD PyrRiesz

ðR2IÞM� f sin

�� �� 1j�� 0.01 0.07 0.20

ðR2IÞM� f sin

�� ��
2j

�� 0.002 0.04 0.13

3 see http://people.csail.mit.edu/nwadhwa/riesz-pyramid/
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Contrary to iRadonH which yields an error in the ROI
shown in second line, the formula BPD (Eq. (12)) yields no
error in the ROI.

5.2. Psychedelic Lenna

We present now numerical experiments on an image
processing 512�512 test image (more precisely the so-called
Psychedelic Lenna [21]), see Fig. 6. The full 806�512
sinogram on ½0; π½ is shown in (b). A ROI, centered disk of
radius of 128 pixels, is considered (white circle in (a)). This
leads to truncated Radon projections (c).

Fig. 6 (bottom) shows the two components of the
Psychedelic Lenna images Riesz transform directly computed
using the Fast Fourier Transform (with FFTRiesz, Eq. (1)).

We first compute in Fig. 7 (top) the Riesz transform of
the image from its Radon data using the classical method
iRadonH (9). The formula is applied to both the full Radon
data (from Fig. 6(b)) and the truncated (ROI) Radon data
(from Fig. 6(c)). Artifacts near the boundary of the ROI can
be seen in the iRadonH applied to truncated Radon data.
The second row of Fig. 7 highlights the spacial error
provided by iRadonH formula (9), between the Riesz
transform of the images computed from the full Radon
data and the Riesz transform computed from the truncated
Radon data. Precisely, the maximum of the relative error
absolute value in the ROI corresponds to 75.91% for the
first Riesz component and 75.45% for the second Riesz
component of psychedelic Lenna image.

We then compute the Riesz transform of the image from
its Radon data using the local method BPD (12). As pre-
viously, the formula is applied to both the full Radon data
(from Fig. 6(b)) and the truncated (ROI) Radon data (from
Fig. 6(c)). The obtained results are shown in Fig. 7 (bottom).
Contrary to iRadonH, BPD yields exactly the same numerical
results in the ROI from full or truncated Radon data.

The Riesz Transform (as well as the monogenic signal)
is often used to define and compute orientations of multi-
dimensional signals (see for example [21]). In Fig. 8 we
compute pointwise the orientation θ

!ð x!Þ of R
!ð x!Þ,

i.e. θ
!ð x!Þ¼ cos θð x!Þ; sin θð x!Þ

� �
¼ R1f ð x!Þ;R2f ð x!Þ
� �

=‖ R
!

ð x!Þ‖, where the Riesz transform is computed with the
BPDapproach from local Radon data. Note that the
improvement proposed in [21] section I.E, using a struc-
ture tensor formalismwith a convolution by a smooth local
kernel vð x!Þ, in order to build a robust estimate, can also be
applied here. Thus the locality advantages of BPD can be
fully exploited to locally compute orientations θð x!Þ in a
reduced ROI, with no difference compare to the complete
projections (in case of truncated projections the size of the
ROI would be reduced according to the size of the support
of the convolution filter vð x!Þ).

5.3. Comparison of BPD with FFTRiesz and PyrRiesz

In this section we compare BPD with two other Riesz
algorithms, FFTRiesz and PyrRiesz. FFTRiesz is the Riesz
transform computed with the FFT applied to a zero padded
image, see (1). PyrRiesz is a pyramidal Riesz transform that
can be derived from the supplementary material3 of [22]. As
proposed in [22], we have used the three tap finite difference
filters ½0:5;0; �0:5� and its transpose ½0:5;0; �0:5�T to com-
pute both highpass Riesz components from the highpass
pyramid components. Both lowpass residual Riesz compo-
nents are computed here with FFTRiesz applied to the
lowpass residual pyramid component.

We first consider I the n� n image discretization of
f cos ð x!Þ¼ cos ð2kπx2=nÞ on ½0;1Þ � ½0;1Þ with k¼10 and
n¼1024. The Riesz transform of f cos is R

!
f cos ¼ 0; f sin

� �

http://people.csail.mit.edu/nwadhwa/riesz-pyramid/
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with f sin ð x!Þ¼ sin ð2kπx2=nÞ. Thus except on the boundary
of the n� n image, we assume that the second component
of the Riesz transform of the n� n image I is close to the
n� n image discretization of f sin ð x!Þ. In Table 1 we
Fig. 9. The pyramidal Riesz transform PyrRiesz applied to Psychedelic Lenna.
derived from the three tap finite difference filters applied to the highpass py
pyramidal components); for both lines the last image is the lowpass residual R
lowpass residual pyramid component. Note that for a better global visualisation,
(left) and second (right) Riesz components reconstructed from the two previou
compare ðR2IÞM� f sin
�� �� for the three methods

MAfFFTRiesz;BPD;PyrRieszg. The norm is computed
on the image excluding a strip of 100 pixel width on the
boundary of the image, i.e. on ½101:924� � ½101:924� pixels
First (resp. second) line: highpass Riesz first (resp. second) components
ramid components (for both Riesz components we show the four first
iesz first (resp. second) component obtained with FFTRiesz applied the
for both lines, the first and last images have been rescaled. Third line, first
s lines PyrRiesz (to be compared to Fig. 6 last line).



Table 2
Relative error of the reconstructed Riesz components from BPD and PyrRiesz compared to FFTRiesz excluding strips of width SoW pixels.

jðRjf ÞPyrRiesz;SoW�ðRjf ÞFFTRiesz;SoW
�� ��j1

ðRjf ÞBPD;SoW�ðRjf ÞFFTRiesz;SoW
�� �� 1j�� jðRjf ÞPyrRiesz;SoW�ðRjf ÞFFTRiesz;SoW

�� ��j2
ðRjf ÞBPD;SoW�ðRjf ÞFFTRiesz;SoW
�� ��

2j
��

j 1 2 1 2
SoW¼2 1.6 2.1 2.2 1.9
SoW¼10 0.8 0.9 1.9 1.6
SoW¼20 0.8 0.8 1.9 1.6

Table 3
Stability of BPD or iRadonH methods in case of noisy Radon projections. The �j jjj are computed in the ROI for both BPD and iRadonH. iRadonH is computed
from non-truncated projections. When iRadonH is computed from truncated projections, the errors are dominated by the error due to truncation, see
Table 4.

M
100

jðRjf ÞM;ϵL �ðRjf ÞM
�� ��j1

ðRjf ÞM
�� �� 1j�� 100

jðRjf ÞM;ϵL �ðRjf ÞM
�� ��j2

ðRjf ÞM
�� ��

2j
��

BPD iRadonH BPD iRadonH

j 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
L¼0.1 0.8 1.0 1.6 1.6 0.7 0.8 1.4 1.7
L¼0.5 4.0 5.6 9.1 9.3 3.6 4.3 7.3 8.4
L¼1 8.6 9.9 16.1 17.1 7.1 8.4 14.8 16.6
L¼3 24.4 29.8 50.9 49.4 21.9 24.8 44.6 49.4
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(instead of the ½1:1024� � ½1:1024� in order to exclude
boundary errors). We see that FFTRiesz and f sin are close
(appart on the image boundary) and that BPD yields
slightly closer results than PyrRiesz does.

Accordingly in the following, FFTRiesz will be sup-
posed to be our gold standard reference method. We now
show in Fig. 9 the Riesz Pyramid of Psychedelic Lenna
computed with PyrRiesz.

In Table 2 we show the ratio of the relative errors to
FFTRiesz of the reconstructed Riesz components jAf1;2g
with BPD and with PyrRiesz:

jðRjf ÞPyrRiesz;SoW�ðRjf ÞFFTRiesz;SoW
�� ��j

jðRjf ÞBPD;SoW�ðRjf ÞFFTRiesz;SoW
�� ��j

Because largest errors occur on the boundary of the image,
we compute the relative error excluding a strip of width
SoW pixels on the boundary of the image. We see that the
ratio is close to 1 indicating the same level of error of both
methods compared to FFTRiesz. We note that the �j j 2jj
error of BPD seems always to be smaller but the PyrRiesz

error in �j j 1jj is smaller compare to BPD (except on the
boundary of the image).

Using the pyramidal transform of [22] and three tap
finite difference filters to derive a pyramidal Riesz trans-
form PyrRiesz yields a much faster method compare to
BPD. In [22], the linear computational cost of PyrRiesz is
estimated at 99 multiplies per pixels, i.e, 99n2 where n2 is
the pixel number. The cost of our BPD is Oðn3Þ (cost order
for a (Radon) projection and for a backprojection). Fast
Radon projection and backprojection (see [1,15]) have a
theoretical computational cost of Oðn2 log2ðnÞÞ and a prac-
tical effective cost larger than the FFT cost. Thus Pyr-

Riesz, designed to be faster than FFTRiesz, is the fastest
method here to compute the Riesz transform of an image.
However, BPD is designed to compute the Riesz transform
from its Radon projections. In this context BPD is more
efficient than iRadonH and PyrRiesz is not appropriate.

5.4. Sensitivity to noise

We study the robustness against noise of the methods,
first in the case of additive noise on the Radon projection
data Rf , then in the case of additive noise on the original
image f.

First, we consider the modified Shepp and Logan
phantom and assume that the data are the Radon projec-
tions R

θ
!f ðsÞ (usually extracted through gain, offset and

logarithmic corrections from radiographic data). A com-
mon approximation of the noise on such data in the
context of medical imaging is a centered Gaussian additive
noise proportional to the value R

θ
!f ðsÞ [6,3]. In the

following we add to R
θ
!f ðsÞ the noise value

ϵLð θ
!

; sÞ ¼R
θ
!f ðsÞðL=100Þϵ

θ
!

;s
, where L is a noise level (in

%) and ϵ
θ
!

;s
�N ð0;1Þ (N ð0;1Þ is the standard normal

distribution). L larger than 1 is considered as high noise.
Remark that here, the Fourier method FFTRiesz is not
directly applicable to compute the Riesz Transform,
because only Radon data are supposed to be available.
We thus consider only the stability against noise of the
Radon to Riesz methods using BPD or iRadonH. We denote
by ðRjf ÞBPD;ϵL , resp. ðRjf ÞiRadonH;ϵL , the Rjf component
(jAf1;2g) obtained from noisy Radon projections with
the BPD method, resp. iRadonH, and by ðRjf ÞBPD, resp.
ðRjf ÞiRadonH, the corresponding Rjf component obtained
from data without noise. In Table 3 we study the error
ðRjf ÞM;ϵL �ðRjf ÞM
�� �� = ðRjf ÞM

�� ��j������ for both methods
MAfBPD;iRadonHg (in %). We see that the errors due to
noise remain relatively small for low noise level (0.1, 0.5
and even 1). For larger noise level, the derivative would



Table 4
Stability of iRadonH: the �j jjj are computed in the ROI but now iRadonH is computed from truncated projections. The errors due to truncation are
dominant.

100
jðRjf ÞiRadonH;ϵL �ðRjf ÞiRadonH
�� ��j1

ðRjf ÞiRadonH
�� �� 1j�� 100

jðRjf ÞiRadonH;ϵL �ðRjf ÞiRadonH
�� ��j2

ðRjf ÞiRadonH
�� �� 2j��

j 1 2 1 2
L¼0.1 49.3 68.9 26.8 35.0
L¼0.5 49.9 72.2 27.7 36.2
L¼1 49.1 72.9 30.7 39.1
L¼3 70.8 94.1 53.2 62.6

Table 5
Stability of BPD, iRadonH and FFTRiesz methods in case of Psychedelic Lenna corrupted by additive Gaussian noise of level L.

M
100

j ðRjf ÞM;ϵL �ðRjf ÞM
�� ��j1

ðRjf ÞM
�� �� 1j�� 100

j ðRjf ÞM;ϵL �ðRjf ÞM
�� ��j2

ðRjf ÞM
�� �� 2j��

FFTRiesz BPD iRadonH FFTRiesz BPD iRadonH

j 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
L¼1 4.4 6.4 2.0 2.2 2.4 3.3 5.0 6.4 1.7 2.2 2.5 3.1
L¼3 16.7 20.8 5.7 6.7 8.3 9.4 15.0 19.1 5.4 6.8 7.5 9.4
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need a more sophisticated scheme than just a local finite
difference scheme, adding some filtering (such as Sobel,
Gaussian, …). Table 4 shows big errors, even for low noise
levels: indeed the error due to truncation when computing
iRadonH from truncated projections is much larger than
the error due to noise.

Then we considered the Psychedelic Lenna image, on
which we directly added a Gaussian noise, f ðx; yÞþϵLðx; yÞ
where ϵLðx; yÞ ¼ ðL=100Þ f

�� �� 1ϵx;y
���� , with ϵx;y �N ð0;1Þ. Thus L

is now the noise level relative to f
�� �� 1j�� . Table 5 presents

similar results to that of Table 3 but including the Fourier
method FFTRiesz, see Eq. (1), for comparison. FFTRiesz
is computed with a zero-padding factor of 2 in order to
prevent errors due to periodization. We observe that BPD
and iRadonH are more robust against noise compared to
FFTRiesz. This is probably due to the smoothing proper-
ties of the Radon transform (integral on lines) and of the
back projection (integral operation according to θ).

6. Conclusion

In this work we have introduced a new method, local in
the Radon space, for the computation of the Riesz trans-
form from the knowledge of the Radon transform. Con-
trary to previous approaches which involve non-local
operators, the proposed algorithm, in even dimension,
uses a local derivative of the Radon transform of the data,
followed by a vectorial weighted backprojection. Our
method is then suitable for computing pointwise the Riesz
transform of a function, even if only truncated Radon data
are available. Focussing on bidimensional images, we
established a very simple Radon based Riesz local formula,
which we applied in the context of local tomography:
numerical tests conducted on test images, show the
interest of the method, in particular to compute the Riesz
transform in a Region of Interest (ROI) from associated
Radon projections. In such a ROI, the local orientations of
the image can also be precisely computed. Finally, we
showed that the proposed approach is more robust to
noise (on the image or on its Radon transform) than
standard methods.
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